Viewpoint

The 5F War Room
Ensuring health and safety while preparing for recovery and future growth

Businesses worldwide are facing unprecedented challenges from the COVID-19 pandemic. The paramount need is to
secure health and safety for the workforce, clients and our societies at large. Beyond that, impact on demand is brutal, with
companies forced to juggle major downturns and upturns for products and services. In addition, companies need to be
ready to stage recoveries once the crisis de-escalates (ideally within the next two to five months, depending on sectors that
move at different speeds).
Companies risk focusing all their efforts on short-term adaptation and survival, without giving sufficient thought to their
recovery plans. The 5F framework (which represents five separate workstreams) allows them to organize their teams so they
don’t miss any issues and can manage the various functional topics and time horizons.

The fight against the COVID-19 virus
The COVID-19 virus is spreading across the world, with
350,000+ cases confirmed in more than 180 countries and
territories. New cases are registered every day, except in China
and South Korea, where cases are declining.
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J+3: Confinement of Wuhan’s region
J+5: Confinement of Spain

Countries are scaling up their efforts to change the course of
this pandemic, enforcing social-distancing measures to prevent
the spread of the coronavirus and protect our lives and health.
Companies have organized themselves to first protect the health
and the safety of their employees and clients, by minimizing
physical interaction. Second to health and safety, companies
have been focused on mitigating the immediate negative impact
of the crisis. Some companies are adjusting fast, and for some,
it is a question of survival. Even while the speed and timing of
recovery is unknown, there is a need to prepare for it because
this will contribute to the virtuous circle of economic recovery.

J+12: Confinement of Italy

The War Room should be organized around three
main objectives: Fast adaptation, Fast recovery, and
Fast forward looking

J+19: Confinement of Iran
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Fast adaptation
In addition to adopting measures to protect the workforce
and society, companies must focus on cost adaptation and
organizational changes that need to be made immediately.
For example, a major telco in the Republic of Singapore has
set up a corporate COVID-19 taskforce to ensure business
continuity and action plans within the company. Many of the
measures taken by this taskforce have included splitting the
company into different teams (including leadership-team splits)
to ensure replacements are available if people are infected.

The shape of the recovery is unknown: possibilities are
illustrated as V, U, L and W in the above figure. Being as
prepared as possible will not only allow companies to capture
the benefit of the recovery, but also fuel the global economic
engine. However, recovery plans must be prepared during
the fast-adaptation stage – such as determining which area in
which it will be the most difficult to ensure social distancing,
which assets may be difficult to restart, and how to access
clients in this new environment. Specific actions will need to
be anticipated – for example, preparing new digital channels to
connect with clients.

Fast forward looking
The coronavirus’ impact on China’s economy
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Following this crisis, societies will be reordered: from how we
consume, buy products and travel, to the level of security and
surveillance we are accustomed to. Thus, value and supply
chains will change overall.
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Since it is difficult to imagine today what the world, markets
and economy will be like afterwards, companies need to start
adapting to the “new world” at the right time. If they do this
too soon, it will be wasted effort because final outcomes are
still uncertain; if they do it too late, it will affect the speed and
volume of future growth.
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For now, a dedicated team (that could be composed of one
person at the beginning) can start to frame the uncertainty of
the future early and identify the information to collect and follow
to define the right moments. Based on this, the company can
adjust to the “new reality”.
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Source: WHO, Financial Times, Arthur D. Little analysis

Fast recovery
Given that this situation is different from previous economic
downturns and localized incidents, the recovery phase needs
to be immediately planned for when the confinement phase
ends. At this point, companies will have to start with adjusted
organizations, (i) considering the health constraint – the virus will
not have disappeared, so social distancing practices will need to
be kept in place to avoid a revival of the pandemic; (ii) observing
customers closely to anticipate their demand; and (iii) keeping
costs under control.

Four scenarios for economic development
Vshape
Quick recovery
Immediate growth
decline, followed by
quick global recovery
(within 2–3 months)

U shape
Global slowdown
A shrink in growth,
with slow return
to trend growth

W shape
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Two supporting workstreams need to be managed
separately but strongly coordinated: Free cashflow &
Forward organization and communication

Multiple rebounds, preventing
overall long-term economic
stabilization but allowing
targeted recoveries

Free cashflow

Set up the

Multiple waves

5F
War Room

L shape

Recession
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CEO, manufacturing company, Europe

5F approach

Severe decline without
any return to growth
for many years

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis

“This crisis will be unique, customer preferences
will change, the customer of tomorrow will be
different. There is a desire to restructure the value
chain.”

5F

Fast
adaptation

Fast
recovery

Fast forward
looking

Forward organization & communication
Source: Arthur D. Little analysis
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Free cashflow

Change your leadership style

Efficiently managing available cashflow (and bank covenants)
is critical for short-term survival in terms of, weekly updating
of the cash position and cashflow forecasts for stakeholders,
daily updating of the hedging position, regular communication
to finance stakeholders, and weekly updating of the financial
covenant. The cost base should also be reviewed to ensure that
it can be optimized and made variable.

In this period of uncertainty, the way we work is changing:
people are switching from working from the office to
from home. Decisions have to be taken with less in-depth
information, and each part of the organization must contribute.
The actions taken represent a break from past usage.

“My hedging position is changing every day in
a material manner due to clients modifying their
contracts. In this volatile market I have to adapt
it on a constant basis to avoid unexpected losses.
I liaise with my sales team on a constant basis for
update.”

CEO, Hong Kong broadband network

CFO, metals and mining company

Forward organization and communication
This crisis requires a large proportion of staff to interact
“virtually”, and supplier and client relationships to be managed
“digitally”.This is change management at pace, which requires
rapid adoption of emerging technologies and new ways of
working. This workstream demands strong focus in the short
term, but its momentum can also be used to implement new
digital organizations and behaviors.

“Perfection is the enemy of the good.”
“Executives must think ahead, prepare, act
unemotionally and communicate positivity to teams
– constant communication, quiet comfort, and
calm in the face of uncertainty. Have a mission
statement to fulfill expectations of customers and
other stakeholders, willingness to listen to all
colleagues for inputs and perspectives. Creativity
and resourcefulness must be encouraged, if not
incentivized.”
CEO, Hong Kong ICT company

Setting up the 5F War Room – Visible leadership that
combines ADL assignment best practices
The 5F War Room

Focus on four key points throughout the process
Simulate all financial scenarios
This will ensure that you have sustainable liquidity going
forward. In the short term, actions should be focused on
preserving cash. Simulations must be made up to the
company’s return to normal operation and consider even the
worst recovery.

5F Core
Team(s)

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis

Prepare to navigate with uncertainty
Qualify uncertainty and potential customer behavior based on
past crises. Prepare for a worsening outbreak – for example,
based on China’s experience with COVID-19.

In order to achieve this, we suggest implementing the following
set-up:
n

Five dedicated 5F leaders, with clear assignments of
ownership regarding the four processes (information,
analysis, decision and communication).

n

Support from a matrix organization, in which key functions
contribute differently in the 5F workstreams.

n

Applying agile ways of working to account for uncertainties
and unfolding of new scenarios.

n

A virtual meeting room that uses leading-edge digitalization
technologies.

Prepare for the future without forgetting your sense of
purpose
When adjusting your operations, keep in mind that you will have
to bring them back to normal when the crisis is over – even if
the new normal is different from what you were used to. One of
the most intangible assets to preserve is your relationships with
your clients.

The 5F War Room
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n

The communication process across the different hierarchical
levels must be fluid and fast: “pull” information can be
channeled through various stakeholders inside the company,
while “push” communication to external stakeholders and
media should be stringently controlled and, if possible,
channeled through one functional lead to ensure consistency
across messages.

Free cash
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Weekly CF update
Bank covenant
Daily hedging position
Subsidy collection





Challenge and review
all sources of cost







Ensure cost control

Supply
chain

Production




Develop cost model
(fixed, variable) that
can be updated
quickly



Anticipate issues
Secure integrity of the
mothballed assets
Observe competitors



Define ramp-up KPIs
Adjust workforce with
a flexible mind-set




Review and update all
working capital
positions and
assumptions
Negotiate with
suppliers
Preserve the
relationships



Monitor SC stakeh.
Ensure critical
components
availability
Identify potential
acquisition targets
(upstream,
downstream)




Support funding






Summarize key
financial elements

Support

Define/review
messages by
workforce cluster
(plants, geography)

War Room team members (core team)

Define/review
appropriate
communication by
supplier cluster



Strategy/
Biz-Dev.

HR



Build the forward
scenarios






Review decision
taken in light of what
would happen in the
future



Identify and monitor
advanced KPIs



Define the frame of
opportunities



Ensure consistent
information across
people clusters









Essential contribution to workstream

Workforce adjustment
Define employee
needs

Organize home
working
Organize site
workforce
 Succession planning


Identify key resources
required
Secure talent



Assess potential
resource needs

Define employee
needs
 Adapt policies
(H&S’ travel)

Supporting role

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis
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taga.karim@adlittle.com
pankert.gregory@adlittle.com
song.ninghua@adlittle.com

jouron.arnaud@adlittle.com
schreiber.bernd@adlittle.com
kuruvilla.thomas@adlittle.com
agresti.giancarlo@adlittle.com
harada.yusuke@adlittle.com
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Key tasks per function (supporting functions
and other committees)
R&D/
developm.

Austria

vylupek.lukas@adlittle.com

Key tasks per function (core team members)
Finance

Contacts

Sales &
marketing

IT
Review the needs
and related costs of
increased work at
home and local
health policies
 Solve in real time all
“small” issues
arising
 Ensure systems
integrity

casahuga.guillem@adlittle.com
ExCom
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Review all R&D
portfolios in light of
the new scenarios



Identify all sources
of costs to cut
without jeopardizing
the future



Review customers’
positions



Ensure all customers
are properly treated

Ensure customers
are served
satisfactorily
 Watch competitors

Review R&D
portfolios in light of
short-term needs





Review R&D
portfolio





Define message
about the future
(“light at the end of
the tunnel”)





Identify unsatisfied
demand or
“adjacent” market

Define/review
communication by
customer cluster



Ensure system are
ready and up and
running



Lead by example



Ensure appropriate
resources are
available



Ensure fluid
top/down and
bottom/up
communication




Support



Train and develop
system in new "work
from home"

Steer board
information and
reviews
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baban.coskun@adlittle.com
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USA

Board

wylie.craig@adlittle.com



Free cash

dadhich.lokesh@adlittle.com

Authors


Ensure regular
review



Provide guidance
and approval



Provide regular
updates to
shareholders of
action taken and
perspectives

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis

Insight for executives
Throughout this viewpoint, we have presented some guidelines
to aid leaders as they think through crisis management. They
are not exhaustive or detailed enough to substitute a thorough
analysis of a company’s situation.
If you would like to discuss this five-workstream framework
further, please reach out to us.

Meriem Idebdou, Patrick Haibach, Arnaud Jouron, Bernd Schreiber

Arthur D. Little
Arthur D. Little has been at the forefront of innovation since
1886. We are an acknowledged thought leader in linking
strategy, innovation and transformation in technology-intensive
and converging industries. We navigate our clients through
changing business ecosystems to uncover new growth
opportunities. We enable our clients to build innovation
capabilities and transform their organizations.
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Our consultants have strong practical industry experience
combined with excellent knowledge of key trends and
dynamics. ADL is present in the most important business
centers around the world. We are proud to serve most of the
Fortune 1000 companies, in addition to other leading firms and
public sector organizations.
For further information please visit www.adlittle.com or
www.adl.com.
Copyright © Arthur D. Little Luxembourg S.A. 2020.
All rights reserved.

www.adl.com/5FWarRoom
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